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I. Introduction V ISUAL TRACKING (VT) is a core problem in many computer vision (CV) applications, such as humancomputer interaction (HCI) [1] - [3] , traffic monitoring [4] , [5] , video surveillance [6] , [7] , or augmented reality (AR) [8] . The main task of a tracking algorithm is to assign consistent labels to tracked objects along all the frames of a video sequence. Given a video sequence S S = {I k |k ∈ K ⊆ N}
where k is a temporal index and I k is a video frame, a tracking algorithm estimates a time series
for every tracked object j ∈ J, where J denotes the set of objects being tracked. Each element x series x (j) denotes the state of object j at time k, and defines its trajectory over time.
From a bottom-up point of view, a VT algorithm can be roughly defined by describing three main blocks [9] , [10] : the feature extraction block, the object representation block, and the object localization block. A generic VT algorithm can be seen as the application of these three blocks according to the schematic representation in Fig. 1 . Given a frame of a video sequence, the first block performs a feature extraction on its captured visual information. Feature extraction defines the space where the object of interest will be defined, such as colour, motion, edges, or interest points. The object localization block takes information from both the object representation model and the features, and estimates the new state of the object of interest. In general, localization is performed under the hypothesis of a smooth change of position, shape and appearance. Object localization algorithms can compute the target state analytically as the solution of an optimization problem where a cost function is minimized [11] - [15] , or by evaluating simultaneously multiple candidate tracks (hypothesis) per object of interest per time step using particle filters (PF) [16] - [20] . PF validate these hypothesis against visual information and motion models. Their main advantage over analytical methods is their capacity to deal with multimodality and therefore with clutter.
All these object localization methods use the information supplied by the object representation model. This model contains information about the shape and/or the appearance of the object of interest. A wide variety of techniques are employed in the literature for computing the object representation model, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [18] , [21] , [22] , mixtures of Gaussians [23] , [24] , histograms [25] , [26] , Bayesian approaches [27] - [29] , boosting techniques [30] , [31] or sparse representations [32] , [33] . The critical point is that the appearance of the tracked object is continuously changing, and the model needs to be either built for dealing with these changes or to have the capacity of being adapted to them. In the first option, the changes have to be predicted and taken into account in the model estimation process, which is performed a priori or during an initialization period. In the second one, the model is constantly adapted to the tracked object with new data coming from the tracking, which keeps it permanently adapted to the object of interest and their current conditions. This second strategy is more effective in terms of adaptability since the type of change that the model has to handle does not need to be known beforehand. However, the adaptation procedure is very sensitive due to the possibility of corrupting the model with bad samples of the object of interest, causing a model drift and the consequent loss of track.
Some of the above-mentioned techniques can be used for computing a constantly adapted object representation model, while trying to avoid its corruption. However, one of the most well-known and simplest is probably PCA. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique [34] . It consists of projecting the data onto the eigenvectors with biggest eigenvalues of the data covariance (or autocorrelation) matrix. In spite of its popularity and good performance, PCA presents two main problems: computational cost and sensitivity to outliers. The computational cost can be split by considering data incrementally [35] - [18] . This way, instead of computing a big PCA on a big data matrix, a PCA is performed on a small submatrix. This PCA is afterwards updated with new elements of the remaining dataset. Incremental procedures are also interesting when the whole dataset is not available at the beginning. In [36] , the sequential computation of PCA is tackled by updating an existing PCA with the orthogonal components of the new data. Indeed, the process starts by computing, for the first block of data, its singular value decomposition (SVD), which is an efficient way of computing the principal components of a matrix. Then, for each new block of data, the update process is based on a QR factorization and a SVD of a small matrix. Their results, correctly combined, provide the principal components of the concatenation of the old and the new data matrices. Computation by blocks is considerably more efficient than updating the PCA for every new data sample, which makes methods based on [36] more efficient than those based on [35] (see [38] for comparison details).
With respect to the minimization of outliers' impact, two strategies arise in a PCA computation procedure. The first option is to discard samples that are supposed to be outliers. This forces to have a good outlier detection approach to do not discard good samples. For instance, in [39] , a minimum volume ellipsoid is fitted to data to discard, in the PCA computation, the samples that are outside; and in [40] and [41] , samples are discarded according to their projection in a subspace computed using a robust covariance estimation. The second option is to weigh the contribution of each value of the data matrix according to a measure of confidence. In these kinds of approaches, the PCA computation is still dependent on the outlier detection method, but its dependency is considerably weakened since all received data is considered. Kriegel et al. [42] use a weighted covariance matrix for computing the principal components. The weight values are computed using a distance function to clusters of points of the dataset. In [43] , two kinds of weights are considered: temporal weights and spatial weights. Temporal weights adjust the contribution of each observation (a column in a data matrix), while spatial weights adjust the contribution of each variable (individual elements of each column). In [44] , an incremental weighted PCA algorithm is introduced. The drawback of this algorithm is that it is based on the incremental PCA algorithm introduced in [35] and therefore updates the existing PCA for every single new sample. As commented before, this strategy is less efficient than updating the PCA with blocks of data.
Two main contributions are introduced in this paper. On the one hand, an incremental PCA algorithm with temporal weights is developed: the incremental temporally weighted principal component analysis (ITWPCA) algorithm. It is based on SVD update [36] and therefore can compute the incremental step using blocks of new data instead of individual samples, which makes the algorithm more computationally efficient than existing ones. On the other hand, a VT algorithm, based on a particle filter approach and the ITW-PCA algorithm for object representation, is also developed: the incremental temporally weighted visual tracking with spatial penalty (ITWVTSP) algorithm. ITWVTSP computes an object representation model of the tracked object using ITWPCA on rectangular templates. The use of the ITWPCA algorithm for computing the PCA allows maintaining the object representation model constantly adapted to the tracked object, while reducing the impact of bad quality samples on the PCA. The last is achieved by computing a measure of the quality of every tracked sample, which modulates their contribution to the computed PCA. Furthermore, a strategy for spatial weighting of samples, directly on the particle weight computation, is also introduced. This spatial weighting allows assigning more importance to some predefined regions of the tracked object, producing a higher accuracy on the tracking. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the ITWPCA algorithm is introduced. As commented before, this algorithm computes an incremental PCA matrix with the capacity of weighting every single sample. Then, in Section III, the ITWVTSP algorithm is described in detail. This VT algorithm computes the representation model of the tracked object using the ITWPCA algorithm, and assigns different importance to different regions of the tracked object. In Section IV, numerous tests are performed, showing the superiority, in terms of accuracy and stability, of the proposed approach compared to state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, in Section V, conclusion and future lines of research are derived.
Let us note that a common preliminary operation to tracking is object detection, although some algorithms perform a simultaneous detection and tracking [45] , [46] . Indeed, when a tracking algorithm is intended to follow some precise objects, these objects need to be previously detected. In this paper, we do not deal with this problem and will always consider that the starting bounding box for every tracked object is given. The interested reader in object detection algorithms is referred to [47] - [51] , and references inside them.
II. Incremental PCA With Weighted Samples: The ITWPCA Algorithm In [36] , an incremental PCA algorithm based on SVD update is introduced. At each iteration, the algorithm updates the existing PCA with information from the orthogonal components of the new data, with respect to the subspace generated by the PCA matrix. In [18] , this algorithm was adapted to consider a changing mean of the data. Here, we add to this last algorithm the capacity of considering weights on data samples, i.e., temporal weights.
Given a set of N data samples Z = [z 1 , . . . , z N ] ∈ R M×N , where each sample is represented as a vector z ∈ R M , and a weight matrix with positive elements ∈ R M×N , the goal of weighted PCA is to compute the projection matrix U ∈ R M×K , K ≤ N, that minimizes the weighted squared reconstruction error
where Z is the matrix obtained by subtracting the temporally weighted mean to each column of Z. The temporally weighted mean vector, μ is computed as
If only temporal weights are considered, i.e., the elements of satisfy that 
where Z = √ t ω Z. Then, the matrix U that minimizes ξ is composed by the K biggest eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of Z, and can be computed by performing singular value decomposition on this matrix, i.e., SVD( Z) = U V , as introduced in [43] .
For introducing the incremental version, let us first note that a scatter temporally weighted matrix S Z , defined as
differs from the weighted covariance matrix by only a scalar factor, equal to N i=1 ω i . Therefore, eigenvectors of both matrices are the same and eigenvalues are scaled by this factor, which makes equivalent to work with the covariance matrix or the scatter matrix, in terms of PCA. Let us now introduce Lemma 1.
N (1) ] and Z (2) = [z (2) 1 , . . . , z (2) N (2) ] be two data matrices; t ω (1) 
N (2) ] the weights corresponding to each sample in Z (1) and Z (2) , respectively; Z (1, 2) = [Z (1) Z (2) ] the concatenation of matrices Z (1) and Z (2) ; and μ (1) , μ (2) and μ (1, 2) the weighted means according to t ω (1) and t ω (2) of Z (1) , Z (2) and Z (1, 2) , respectively. Then, the weighted scatter matrix
Algorithm 1 Incremental Temporally Weighted PCA (ITWPCA).
Given U (1) , (1) , t ω
1 , a forgetting factor f , and a new data matrix Z (2) , with its corresponding weights t ω (2) , ITWPCA computes U (1, 2) and (1, 2) from the total set of data.
1: Compute temporally weighted mean vectors:
2: Modify new data for considering weights and the rank-1 perturbation of Lemma 1:
Compute orthogonal components of the modified new data:
) 4: Compute the new data matrix that will be considered for
]U and (1,2) = .
of Z (1, 2) , S Z (1, 2) , can be computed as
where S Z (1) and S Z (2) are the weighted scatter matrices of Z (1) and Z (2) , respectively, and · 1 denotes the 1-norm. Its proof involves some arithmetic manipulations and can be found in [52, Sec. 3.2] . The results of Lemma 1 tell us how to express the temporally weighted scatter matrix of a big matrix by means of the weighted scatter matrices of two submatrices. Basically, the new scatter matrix is the sum of the other two, and a rank-1 perturbation that depends on the difference of means. This rank-1 perturbation can be taken into account by adding a new column to the data matrix.
Therefore, the IPCA algorithm [18] can be adapted to consider temporal weights as expressed in the incremental temporally weighted PCA (ITWPCA) algorithm described in Algorithm 1. These temporal weights modulate the contribution of every single sample to the computed PCA matrix. For instance, a sample z i with a weight of 2 has the same impact on the PCA than having twice z i in the data matrix.
III. Temporal and Spatial Weights in Visual
Tracking: The ITWVTSP Algorithm In VT, object representations computed a priori, or with some starting snapshots of the object of interest, are not robust against appearance changes along time. Ross et al. [18] introduced the incremental visual tracking (IVT) algorithm, a VT algorithm where the object representation, built using PCA on grayscale templates is constantly updated with the samples of the object of interest obtained by the tracker. Following the same philosophy, we introduce here the ITWVTSP algorithm. This VT algorithm exploits the capacity of the ITWPCA algorithm (introduced in Section II) for considering temporal weights for the samples added to the incremental PCA computation. The considered temporal weights are a measure of the quality of the tracked sample. This allows decreasing the impact on the PCA of bad quality tracked samples, which reduces the risk of model drift and makes the tracking more robust. Furthermore, we introduce spatial weights to favour accuracy in some predefined regions of the tracked objects, which increases tracking accuracy as will be seen in the tests. If spatial weights are not considered, which is equivalent to fixing them to one, the incremental temporally weighted visual tracking (ITWVT) algorithm is obtained. We start by introducing this algorithm in Section III-A for afterwards introducing the "Spatial Penalty" capacity in Section III-B.
Before describing in detail the ITWVTSP algorithm, let us emphasize the objectives that are followed on its development.
1) Keep an updated model of the tracked object:
The object representation model of the tracked object is constantly updated with new samples of the object. This keeps the model constantly adapted to the current environmental and object conditions. 2) Do not corrupt the model of the tracked object: A quality measure of every tracked sample is computed. This measure weights the contribution of the corresponding sample to the object representation model, avoiding big impacts of bad samples on the model.
3) Increase tracking accuracy on important regions of the tracked object:
A predefined mask can be used for giving more importance to some regions of the tracked object, such as, for instance, regions with rich texture information. This is achieved by further penalizing the tracking error on these regions, which produces a more accurate tracking.
A. Incremental Temporally Weighted Visual Tracking (ITWVT) Algorithm
A probabilistic interpretation of PCA [53] allows combining the object representation of a target, computed using PCA, with a particle filter approach for object localization. The most appropriate appearance representation for this setup is a rectangular template with affine transformations. In this case, the state space is composed of the six parameters of an affine transformation: translation (two parameters), rotation angle, scale, aspect ratio, and skew direction. The particles, which are placed in this 6-D space, represent a sample of the posterior density function of the state given the observations. Their behaviour is defined by two models: the dynamical model and the observation model. The dynamical model defines the dynamics between states, and the observation model defines the weights of particles.
Let us denote by x k a point in the state space at time k. If no particular assumption about the allowed motion of the particles is taken, a Brownian motion can be considered. Hence, the dynamical model, p(x k |x k−1 ), is defined as where is a diagonal covariance matrix containing the variances of the affine parameters (translation, rotation, scale, aspect ratio, and skew direction).
In the context of PCA, the observation model gives a measure of how likely an image region, expressed as a vector z i ∈ R M , belongs to the subspace generated by the projection matrix U, i.e., Span(U). A similar approach to condensation [16] is adopted here, assigning as weight to the particles directly their likelihood. Therefore, given an image patch z i , a projection matrix U, a mean μ, and a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues , then
where d i t is the Euclidean distance of z i − μ to the subspace Span(U), and d i U is the Mahalanobis distance within the subspace, i.e., the symmetric bilinear form defined by the inverse of the autocovariance matrix of the data. These two distances can be computed as
where I denotes the identity matrix, and
Note that since the principal components define a basis where the data is uncorrelated, the autocovariance matrix reduces to the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues . The σ 2 term can be seen as the average variance lost in the projection
In this last equation, N b denotes the index of the last considered eigenvector, N the total number of eigenvectors, and λ j the eigenvalue corresponding to the jth eigenvector. Therefore, the weight of particle i at time step k before normalization is defined as
For reducing the impact of bad samples of the tracked object, the ITWPCA algorithm is used for updating the PCA matrix. Let us introduce two measures of the quality of a tracked sample. For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, images will be considered normalized, i.e., with pixel values in the interval [0, 1]. Table IV ). The Dudek sequence presents four critical moments, approximately around frame #210, around frame #370, between frames #700 and #1000, and at the end of the sequence. In the first one, an occlusion of the face is generated with a hand (Fig. 3(c) and (d) ). In the second one, the individual takes off his glasses, generating a partial occlusion of the face (Fig. 3(f) ). The third critical moment is caused by a displacement of the camera and the individual, together with important out-of-the-plane rotations of the face (Fig. 3(h)-(l) ). Finally, the video sequence ends with a profile view of the face. All these difficult situations are correctly handled by ITWVTSP, producing a best RMSE 26% lower than the best RMSE of IVT (29% when comparing mean RMSE values). Furthermore, the temporal weights are successfully reduced during these difficult situation (as can be seen in Fig. 3(m) 
Given a tracked patch expressed as a vector of pixel values
M , the reconstruction error (according to the PCA matrix at this time step) gives information about the distance between the tracked patch and the subspace generated by the PCA. The difference between this patch and the PCA mean gives also information about how far the new sample is from the PCA subspace. Then, let us define the confidence on the tracked patch at time step k, c k , as
where ε ∈ [0, 1], α ∈ R + and two different options for f (z i , ε), namely
and
beingz i the ith component of the vectorz = UU (z − μ). The measure proposed in (14) gives more importance to the number of pixels with a significant error (ε) than to the amount of the error itself. Furthermore, samples with more than 100 α % of the pixels with an error higher than ε are discarded (ω = 0). This strategy tries to penalize samples, containing big regions with a significant amount of error (reconstruction error or distance to the mean). Indeed, this is the typical situation when, for instance, a region of the tracked object is occluded by another object. The neutral value of α = 2 has been adopted in all the tests, i.e., samples with more than 50% of the pixels with a significant error are not considered in the PCA computation. Depending on the context of the application, this value can be decreased. However, a value too low (α too high) would generate a risk of being too restrictive when accepting new samples on the PCA computation. This could easily get the model unadapted to the object of interest.
B. Adding Spatial Weights: The ITWVTSP Algorithm
In a VT application, all the sensors that feed variables (pixel sensors) are supposed to be identical, which makes spatial weights in the PCA estimation process not as easy to interpret as temporal weights. Indeed, this weighting would give different importance to pixels depending on the pixel sensor, while all sensors are supposed to be identical. In fact, in VT the important thing is the accuracy in the tracking of certain regions of the object of interest, not the accuracy of the model for these regions. For instance, if a face is being tracked, special care must be taken to correctly track the regions containing more information (eyes, nose, and mouth), but a correct delimitation of the cheek is not as important, in general. Furthermore, contrary to temporal weights, spatial weights cannot be added to the PCA computation by performing a pre-processing of the input data. A way of computing a PCA matrix taking into account spatial weights is by performing an iterative optimization process on (3). This is the approach adopted for instance in [44] . However, this is not well adapted to a VT context, where performances close to real time and bounded computation time per frame are required.
Let us propose here a way of achieving an increase of the tracking accuracy of important regions of tracked objects, without requiring a modification of the appearance model. This can be accomplished by penalising the contribution of pixels in important regions to the distances in (10) and (11), i.e., by applying a spatial penalty to hypothesis. Let us define a vector of positive values s ω ∈ R M as the desired spatial weights, i.e., pixel weights. The higher the value applied to a pixel, the higher the penalty applied to this pixel and therefore more importance assigned to this pixel. Indeed, hypothesis fitting better these more penalized pixels will be favored. Thus, let
Algorithm 2 Incremental Temporally Weighted Visual Tracking with Spatial Penalty (ITWVTSP).
The target region (image of the object in the first frame) is denoted by z 0 ; N (2) denotes the size of the processed blocks; f denotes the forgetting factor; and K denotes the maximum number of considered eigenvalues.
1: μ = z 0 , n = 1, and U (1) , (1) , Z (2) and t ω (2) are empty 2: Set s ω to the desired spatial weights (by default, s ω = 1 M×1 ) 3: for every frame of the video do 4: Draw particles according to the dynamical model (8) and the weight distribution of particles.
5:
For each particle, compute its weight according to the observation model and spatial weights ( (17) and (18)). 6: Store in Z (2) the image region corresponding to the most likely particle, and in t ω (2) its PCA weight ( (14)) 7: if there are N (2) stored images in Z (2) then 8: if n < K, i.e., if the effective number of samples is smaller than K then 9: All the samples are considered and with a temporal weight equal one: t ω
10:
end if 11: Apply Algorithm 1 with t ω
(1) 1 = n, discarding the eigenvectors that exceed K.
12:
Set
= (1, 2) and n = fn + t ω (2) 1
13:
Empty the matrix Z (2) and the vector t ω (2) 14:
end if 15 : end for us redefine (10) and (11) by considering spatial weights as
where s = diag( s ω) is a diagonal matrix with the spatial weights, and σ 2 is defined in (12) . The expression in (17) computes a weighted Euclidean distance to the subspace generated by the PCA, while (18) computes a weighted Mahalanobis distance within this subspace.
The use of (17) and (18) for computing particle weights takes into account the importance given beforehand to every single pixel of the tracked region. This implies that the values of individual pixels of every hypothesis have different importance in the computation of the particle weight. However, an important thing to have in mind is that an excessive increase of the weight applied to certain pixels can render the tracking algorithm unstable (as will be shown in Section IV).
In Algorithm 2, a detailed description of the complete proposed visual tracking algorithm with incremental temporally weighted PCA and spatial error penalty is shown. Note that by fixing s ω = 1 M×1 , we obtain the ITWVT algorithm. We denote by "/R" the use of (15) and by "/M" the use of (16), i.e., for instance we denote by ITWVT/M the ITWVTSP algorithm using f M (z, ε) and s ω = 1 M×1 .
IV. Tests and Results
We have performed several tests, on several video sequences, to the ITWVT and the ITWVTSP algorithms. For showing the improvement obtained by the weighting strategy, the results are compared with the results obtained by the IVT algorithm introduced in [18] . 1 For a general comparison against state-of-the-art algorithms, we compare our results with the results obtained using the TLD algorithm introduced in [15] . 2 All the common parameters between IVT, ITWVT, and ITWVTSP are fixed to the same values, taken from those proposed in [18] , i.e., 600 particles, an eigenvector size of 32×32 pixels, a maximum number of 16 eigenvectors and a block update of five images. We only increase slightly the forgetting factor (from 0.95 to 0.97) since the temporal weights increase the quality of the model and a longer memory is beneficial. The standard deviations of the dynamical model (8) in all the experiments are 9.0px for row and column displacements, 0.05 radians for rotation, 0.05 for scaling in the x direction, 0.001 for scaling in the y direction, and 0.001 radians for the scaling angle defining x and y directions. These are similar values to those proposed in the implementation of IVT. Since IVT can be considered a particular case of ITWVT (fixing ε to 1 in (14)), and ITWVT a particular case of ITWVTSP (fixing s ω to 1 M×1 ), the use of the same common parameters shows the improvement provided by the temporal weighting in ITWVT and the spatial weighting in ITWVTSP. Note that with these parameters, the implementation of ITWVTSP in MATLAB runs at 7 frames per second in a laptop with a 2.0-GHz processor.
With respect to TLD, the standard parameters provided in the distributed implementation are used.
For visualization of the tracking results, we use the same template as in [18] : the first row contains the current frame with the tracked region, the second row contains the mean, the tracked window, the reconstruction error and the reconstructed image, and finally, the third and fourth rows contain the first ten eigenvalues (Figs. 3, 4, 8-10 ).
The performed experiments are divided into two groups. In the first group, there are experiments performed on labeled video sequences, i.e., video sequences with a ground truth. In these experiments, quantitative performance scores are computed to show the performance of the algorithms. In the second group, the proposed algorithms are applied to several unlabeled video sequences in a variety of tracking applications, to show the polyvalence of ITWVT and ITWVTSP.
Note that given the implicit stochasticity of all the algorithms (IVT, TLD, ITWVT, and ITWVTSP) each quantitative Fig. 9(b) ). This causes a sudden change on the appearance of the tracked vehicle during the above-mentioned frames. ITWVTSP correctly detects this appearance change and reduces the temporal weights of the corresponding samples ( Fig. 9(g) ), protecting the appearance model of bad samples while pursuing the tracking without problems. Two more sudden changes of appearance are present in the video sequence, around frame #305 (Fig. 9(d) ) and around frame #430. In this case, the changes are caused by strong shadows and are also correctly handled by ITWVTSP. score is computed considering the results of ten independent runs of the corresponding algorithm.
A. Labeled Video Sequences
The Dudek sequence [54] is a very challenging video sequence where the tracking of a face can be performed. The sequence consists of 1145 frames with changes in the tracked object, the camera position, and the illumination (see Fig. 3 ). It is publicly available, together with the ground truth of seven manually labeled points on the face, which makes it widely used for quantitative comparisons between tracking algorithms. Indeed, the root mean squared error (RMSE) in pixels of the tracked points with respect to the real ones (ground truth) can be computed to quantify the tracking accuracy. In our tests, the runs that produce a mean RMSE among all the frames bigger than 10.0px are considered losses of track, and therefore not taken into account in the RMSE statistics.
Ten runs of IVT have been performed on this sequence. The best run produces a RMSE of 6.23px, and among the ten runs, five are considered losses of track (RMSE > 10.0px). The complete statistics are shown in the first row of Table IV. The ITWVT algorithm has two variants, depending on the use of (15) or (16) . Both variants are controlled by one additional parameter with respect to IVT, the ε parameter in the above-mentioned equations. For fixing this parameter, 25 different values of ε ∈ [0.01, 0.9] have been tested, launching ten independent runs on the Dudek sequence for each one of them. ITWVT/M and ITWVT/R produce very similar results, with small variance among runs with ε ∈ [0.02, 0.12] (Table I ). This is due to the fact that small values of ε produce low temporal weights, avoiding a good adaptation of the model to the tracked face, while big values of ε produce big weights, making the performance similar to IVT (in terms of RMSE and number of track losses). For ε ∈ [0.02, 0.12], the compromise between good model adaptation and corruption avoidance seems to be satisfied for the Dudek sequence.
A reasonable value for the error threshold is ε = 0.07. For this value, ITWVT/M obtains a best run with RMSE = 5.65px and ITWVT/R a best run with RMSE = 5.86px, both with only one out of the ten runs losing the track. This shows how the addition of the temporal weight (with respect to IVT) improves the tracking (lower RMSE) at the same time that makes it more robust (less losses of track). Although the performances of ITWVT/R and ITWVT/M are similar, comparing the obtained temporal weights it can be observed that weights obtained using the reconstruction error are more consistent. Indeed, only frames with an occlusion or high out-of-plane rotations of the face present a clearly reduced weight in ITWVT/R.
Let us note that the value of ε is application specific. Indeed, the appearance of a rigid object changes slightly, which allows fixing a more restrictive (smaller) ε. On the contrary, a deformable object, such as a pedestrian, changes its appearance considerably, which forces to fix ε to higher values if we want to avoid unjustified small temporal sample weights. Faces are somehow in between highly deformable objects and rigid objects, which makes ε = 0.07 an appropriate candidate value when no information about the application is available.
Once ε is fixed to 0.07, the s ω vector has to be defined to use ITWVTSP. Two different vectors have been designed for Fig. 10 . Example of night vehicle tracking using ITWVTSP/R-iso (ε = 0.12 and s ω max = 2.0). In this sequence, the illumination of the scene is constantly bad, without any worsening nor improvement ( Fig. 10(a)-(d) ). ITWVTSP correctly tracks the vehicle during the whole sequence, applying similar temporal weights to all the samples, as expected ( Fig. 10(e) ). the tests. The first one assigns a high weight value to pixels on important regions of the face and 1.0 to the rest [ Fig. 2(a) ]. We call these weights the "spec" spatial weights and denote its use by "-spec". The second one is a two-dimensional Gaussian shape centred in the middle of the patch [ Fig. 2(b) ]. We call these weights the "iso" spatial weights and denote its use by "-iso." The "iso" spatial weights consider that pixels far from the boundary of the tracked object are more important. Both weight vectors, "spec" and "iso," can be defined by means of a single parameter ( s ω max ), which is the value of the maximum spatial weight (the minimum is always 1.0).
Following the same procedure than before, for each variant of the algorithm (ITWVTSP/M-spec, ITWVTSP/M-iso, ITWVTSP/R-spec and ITWVTSP/R-iso), ten independent runs have been performed on the Dudek sequence for 12 different values of
. For values of s ω max > 2.0 using "spec," the algorithm starts to be unstable, producing more losses of track than correct tracking among the ten performed runs. For the "iso" spatial weights, the gradual transition of the weights makes the algorithm more stable, allowing to go up to s ω max = 3.2. Good values for the maximum spatial weights are 1.8 for "spec" and 3.2 for "iso," although smaller values can be used if we want to minimise the risk of loss of track due to excessive spatial penalty. The complete statistics of the obtained results are shown in Table II for ITWVTSP/M, and in Table III for ITWVTSP/R. The results obtained by the best run of ITWVTSP/R-Spec with ε = 0.07 and s ω max = 1.8 are shown in Fig. 3 .
A comparison of the results obtained by IVT; ITWVT with ε = 0.07; ITWVTSP/M-iso and ITWVTSP/R-iso with ε = 0.07 and s ω max = 3.2; and ITWVTSP/M-spec and ITWVTSP/R-spec with ε = 0.07 and s ω max = 1.8 is shown in Table IV . As it can be observed, the ITWVTSP algorithm produces a considerable better tracking performance than IVT with, at the same time, an increased robustness (two out of ten track losses for ITWVTSP against five out of ten for IVT). The statistics using TLD are not shown in this table because all the runs produce a RMSE higher than 10.0px. Indeed, TLD tends to enlarge or reduce the tracked region on the Dudek sequence, which causes a displacement on the template of the tracked points and therefore a high RMSE value. For testing the algorithms in a real situation with partial occlusions, we recorded the Rockstar sequence. This sequence is composed of 171 frames and shows a human being in front of the camera. At a certain moment, the recorded person puts on a pair of sunglasses that he takes off later. These sunglasses generate an occlusion of the eyes of the subject, which is an important part of the face clearly coded in the appearance model. The distance between the face of the subject and the camera, and therefore its size in the image, remains almost constant during the whole video. This allows to label the ground truth of the sequence by displacing the starting bounding box that contains the face, to keep eyes, nose and mouth centred along the whole video sequence. This has been done manually for generating the ground truth.
Ten runs of TLD, IVT, ITWVT/{M,R} and ITWVTSP/ {M,R}-{iso,spec} have been performed on this sequence. For temporal weights, ε has been fixed to 0.07, and for spatial weights a conservative approach has been adopted, taking s ω max = 2.0 for "iso" and s ω max = 1.6 for "spec". Precision and lost track ratio scores [10] have been computed for all the algorithms. The results are shown in Table V . For computing The parameters are ε = 0.07, s ω max = 2.0 for "iso" and s ω max = 1.6 for "Spec."
precision score, the intersection over union criterion, with a threshold value of 0.8, has been used. For the lost track ratio, dice error with a threshold value of 0.8 has been employed. The results show clearly the better performance of the family of algorithms introduced (ITWVT and ITWVTSP). However, the negative impact in this case of the spatial penalty can be observed too. Indeed, the persistence of the partial occlusion in an important region (the eyes) seems to have a negative effect in the performance due to spatial weights, although it is anyway better than with IVT and TLD. These two algorithms suffer from a displacement of the tracked region while the subject is wearing the sunglasses, which causes the bad precision and lost track ratio scores. Some selected frames of the best run using IVT and ITWVT/M are shown in Fig. 4 .
B. Unlabeled Video Sequences
In Fig. 5 , several frames of the poster sequence are shown. In this sequence, a poster is recorded while several partial occlusions are generated. The total sequence is composed of 585 frames, and during the first 100 frames there are no occlusions. In order to see the effect of temporal weights, we compute the deviation from the "correct" first eigenvector that these occlusions introduce when IVT, ITWVT/R or ITWVT/M is used. As "correct" eigenvectors we consider the eigenvectors at frame 100, with a forgetting factor fixed to 1.0 and the temporal weights up to frame 100 equal to 1.0. Note that the first eigenvector is the one with the highest eigenvalue, and therefore the most important one for computing particle weights (13) . The deviation is computed as the distance between the first "correct" eigenvector and the first eigenvectors given by each algorithm. In Fig. 6 , a plot of these distances is given, showing that ITWVT/R and ITWVT/M keep the eigenvectors closer to those before the occlusions start. As commented before, ITWVT/M produces smaller sample weights (Fig. 7) , which makes the distances slightly smaller than with ITWVT/R.
Finally, to show the polyvalence of the algorithms presented here, we have performed several experiments in two other tracking applications: pedestrian tracking and vehicle tracking. The videos present very deformable objects, in the case of pedestrian tracking, and very hard illumination conditions, in the case of vehicle tracking, but they do not present particular difficulties in terms of partial occlusions, which makes that similar performances are obtained using ITWVT and ITWVTSP. Here we show the results with ITWVTSP/R-iso.
In Fig. 8 , the tracking of a subject in sequence S1-T1-C of Camera 3 of the PETS2006 Dataset 3 is shown. Given the variability on the appearance of a pedestrian, mainly due to the legs, we use an "iso" spatial weighting strategy but with the Gaussian shape displaced toward the upper part of the patch. This gives more importance to the body of the pedestrian than to his legs. The maximum spatial weight used is s ω max = 3.2 and the noise threshold ε = 0.12. We use the higher boundary of the values of ε proposed in Section IV-A due to the high deformability of the tracked object.
V. Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we introduced an incremental PCA algorithm with weighted samples, the incremental temporally weighted PCA (ITWPCA) algorithm. This algorithm can be used in any application requiring an incremental computation of a PCA, due to either computational requirements or the lack of the whole dataset at the beginning. The capacity of this algorithm for weighting the contribution of samples can be used for minimizing the impact of outliers in the computed PCA. Using this algorithm, a robust VT algorithm capable of being constantly adapted to the tracked object, while trying to avoid model drift, was also developed: the ITWVTSP algorithm. This algorithm considered temporal weights for penalizing bad quality samples added to the object representation model, and spatial weights for giving more importance to some predefined regions of the tracked object. Note that, in the paper, we denoted by ITWVT, the ITWVTSP algorithm with the spatial weights fixed to 1. The combination of these two weighting strategies produced an improvement in terms of RMSE values on the test sequences of around 26% (Table IV) . When comparing precision and lost track ratio scores, the increase of the robustness given by these weighting strategies is also clearly noticeable (Table V) .
Several alternatives for the computation of temporal weights and spatial penalty were introduced, producing a family of VT algorithms. All the alternatives were tested on challenging video sequences, showing their good performance compared to state-of-the-art techniques, and their polyvalence with respect to the scenario of application. Indeed, the algorithms were applied to face tracking, pedestrian tracking, vehicle tracking, and on the tracking of a rigid and static object (the poster). On video sequences where the tracked object was labeled, the superiority of the proposed approach against state-of-the-art techniques was clearly shown by means of RMSE, precision, and lost track ratio. The performed tests also allowed defining intervals for the values of the parameters that managed the proposed algorithms.
ITWVTSP considers two weighting strategies: the temporal weighting of samples and the spatial penalty of hypothesis. With respect to the temporal weighting, a more in-deep interaction between the particle filter and the weighting strategy arises as an interesting future line of research to be explored. Indeed, the weights of the particles seemed to be a good source of information about the quality of the tracking and therefore could be used for modulating the contribution of samples to the PCA. With respect to spatial weights, in the Rockstar sequence we saw that changes in the appearance of the tracked object in spatially important regions can decrease the performance of ITWVTSP compared to ITWVT. This suggested the study of dynamical spatial penalty strategies. Indeed, reconstruction error gave valuable spatial information about changes of the object appearance. This information could be used for adapting dynamically the values of the spatial weights.
In Figs. 9 and 10, a vehicle tracking is performed. In the first sequence, the tracked vehicle experiences extreme and sudden changes in its illumination, which can be observed in the temporal weights going to zero. In the second sequence, recorded at night, the illumination is considerably bad during the whole sequence, but without any significant variation of the conditions. This can also be observed in the weights, which are around the same values during the whole sequence.
